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Abstract
A general conversation design is described. It is a protorypical map that can be detailed and
followed to facilitate human inquiry and foster improvements at the interface of social and in-
formation systems in human organizations. The design consists of four stages. The Es of praxi-
ology is a conceptual scheme to articulate discussion, as are the use of case .studies in the de-
sign. Two case study exemplars, one about the ethics of information svstems and the other about
ethics in research, serve to provide the substance by which participants can converse, and re-
peatedly traverse the four stages to generate a stream of discourse.

lntroduction
This paper is ambitious in that it attempts to weave together four strands. The
bundle represents different human inierests as well as potential uses of the four
strands in conversation design to be applied in organizational settings.

The first strand is the subject of ethics in human r:rganizations. We can de-
scribe and discuss this subiect in terms of ethical dilemmas faced by individuals.
An ethical dilemma can become an ethical problem for not only those who be-
come cognizant of it, but also those comprising the social system as a whole. The
general interest here is to examine some of those dilemmas that have in com-
mon the generation, use, and management r>f infrlrmation.

The second strand is about pedagogy. Educators, trainers, team leaders, facil-
itators, and consultants have a stake in know-how that assists them to move con-
versation constructively forward. Information is the life blood of conversation.
Means to exchange and use it are vital to the design and continuance of the con-
versation. Practices that work with persons and groups in conversation are prac-
lices that orchestrate the process toward fulfillment of a purpose, objective, and
group defined end. Such practices must be present to implement successfully the
conversation design.
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, The third strand is the application of methodology and praxiology to human

inquiry. Given the centraliiy of human conversation in most systems research

methods ro, orgu.rizationar Jontexts [5], conversation designs are.critical and core

pieces to maxiirize chances of successfut implementation of an inquiry Process'

. The fourth strand is the study of converiation design as a neglected subiect

area in systems methodology. eithough jhe paper converges on mv interests to

delimit itself to a particula'r'focus t*.E. information, ethics, and research), it is

encouraged that aiticuration of other ]oci and case study in the broadest sense

be pursued, such that we may know the extent of the generic nature and appli-

cability of conversation design to the stud,y and amelioration of human organi-

zations.
we know, the separation of these strands is rather artificial in a given conver-

sation. we must keep this fact in mind as we follow the conversation design and

fill it with specific examples and cases. Nevertheless, various practitioners (con-

sultants, cyberneticians, aesijnerr,-.*:tltdologists'-pedagogues' praxiologists'

systemists, and team r..a"rrl"*ry 
'rir,a 

the desilr of itre conrersation useful for

their own particular purposes. The consistent r,Le of three key concepts, httman

actititlr srlstcnr in reference to the human collective [3J, design as a key comPo-

nent uf 
"r"r1,-method 

and metinant"g y l4l, and co]ruersntion as a systemic form

of human discourse [5J, are intended througngul this paper. preference is given

to information systems and their interfa." iritt human beings and'communica-

tion tech"rrogi;l 15,7l.The term information is used in this paper to designate

the subject content communicated between and among Persons in the course of

conversation.

Design of a Conversation
we can note several characteristics of design that p.erta.in here, but detailed more

fully in [4, 6J.The design of a conversatiorf is applied. to accomplish a particular

end. rt serves as an overarching framework. lt'describes the configuration of re-

sources needed to conduct the Jo.r"rrution. It provides its designer a larger view

as well as a horizon. Designing the conversaiion is the procls gf design, and

the product of the proce* L trr" .o.rersation design- The designing may be ac-

complished as a preliminary and prepar,atory P\ase to conducting the conversa-

tion for which the design i, intended. or tire design may become an ongoing

part of the conversation itself, that is, an emergent reality of the conversation

that can be articulated (but is typically not). Ttiu.ortversation design can help

its userE t,= *._::d* th* cr:nv*rrrtion ir ihe ciassicar meaning of the cvtrernetician

at the heim. There is no cookboo.k ci drsigrri-c:- s*i or ccnvrrsaii*r, clesigns tct

steer the course of a conversation. Theorettally,there may be an incomprehen-

sible number of different designs possible'

. .':
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In the next section of this paper, as designer, I provide a conversation design
with broad potential for application. However, it is highly recommended and
more systemic in my opinion that the participants themselves develop their own
conversation design as a preliminary by setting parameters, ground rules, and
direction. We see a clear and published example in [8], whereby the group worked
up to their own group report, doubly gerrnane here, because it describes their
conversation about designing conversations.

A Conversation Design for Ethical Dilemmas, Ethical
lssues, and Ethical Problems
The ProPosed design is outlined in Table 1. It consists of four stages. A group
Ieader or facilitator is required, who is familiar with the design us *ell as vari-
ous means of grouP facilitation. The facilitator can be either internal or external
to th9 larger social system proper in which the conversation group is situated.
The design is irttended for a workshop and small group setting with from half
dozen to a dozen participants.

Table 1. A conversation design to examine ethical dilemmas, issues,
and problems in human activity systems

Participants: GlZ p€rsons; including a group facilitator.
Time: one t-2 hour ses.sion.

Place: comfortable and quiet room, roundtable or circular seating arrangement,
and record ing/display materia ls.

Sfages of the conuersatiott:

I. SITUATE ethics in communication and activify in the human organization
II. DESCRIBE & DISCUSS cases that exemplify ethics of information systems
III. DESCRIBE & DISCUSS cases that exemplify research ethics of information

systems

Although this design is configured for one session with a cross section repre-
sentation of the social system (e.g. association, business, club, corporation, insti-
tution), it need not be restricted. More likely a successful initial conversation will
lead to another and be so sustained as a self-organizing sequence for several ses-
sions. The arrangement could ;'ust as well apply to family, network, consortium,
transnational, cross-cultural, and multi-site human organizations. Further, where
most bases of representation in small group p.ocesses in human organizations
tend to involve selection and confinement of participants according tL tnuir pre-
scribed role in the systutt 1".g. stakeholder, ionstiiuent, officer, o", yof title), it
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happens frequently nowadays (i.e. in United States) that participants voice and
rcpresent multiple interests of their human organization. Therefore, it should come
as no surPrise to the group facilitator (conversation designer) that the prelimi-
nary design Presented becomes a trigger to catalyze the conversation of the par-
ticipants into redesigning their subsequent sessions of conversation to meet their
specific interests surfaced during their initiai session. In fact, the redesign may
repeatedly occur over the course of several conversations.

The key focus for tKe facilitator is to steer skillfully the conversation and re-
design process of the group towards achieving its goals within and over thc course
of the conversations. But I realize there may be some ambiguity of the term "con-
versation" here; in that, in practice, it soon becomes apparent that the usage clf
the term by various participants appears in reference to either a given convcrsa-
tion and / or a seguence of conversations. Whether those who use the term find
it meaningful in its singularity (a given session or meeting), the definition I have
preferred here, or in its collectivity (the stream of discsurse developed over sev-
eral sessions), need not impose confLrsion on the work at hand.

As a general guide for the facilitator and participants, the four stages of the
conversation design can structure the single conversation, that is a single ses-
sion. lt can define the beginning, middle, and end of a session. However, it may
also be egually plausible for other groups that the time needed to traversc the
four stages requires more than one session. Disruptions, scheduling, and other
kinds of conflicting activities may curtail the conversation. To stretch the defini-
tion of conversation across meetings may make more sense to these groups to
document, understand, and conduct their process. Finally, still other groups may
find it most meaningful to document and conduct their process in terms of a pro-
tracted series of sessions and reserve the term conversation as the overall label
which encapsulates their entire stream of discourse.

Jargonization aside, I think the important point about the usage of terms, like
conversation, design, and design conversation, is consistent public utterances of
agreed upon collective understandings. Each group must decide upon its com-
mon language to communicate and work effectively. And of course, the larger
organizational context is a factor as well, especially for the group to communi-
cate its work to others outside the group.

Situating Ethics in lnformation Systems
To move the conversation beyond an initial familiarity with other participants is
to dig into the substance of the subject. Lay definitions of conversation tend to
restrict its denotation to more superficial exchanges and socializing of everyday
Iife. However, in a design oriented science, disciplineC human inquiry and orga-
nizational task orienteci groups, once the initial rapport is established to consti-
tute the group, substantive learning can proceed by its members coming to terms
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with common meanings to be shared that shall contribute a vital bociv 6f knowl-
edge to the development of the conversation.

ln this design (Table 1), the key constructs that muit be discussed are ethical
dilemma, ethical issue, ethical problem, and ethical research issue. The questions
and definitions shown in Thble 2 are to prompt conversation of Stage I. They are
not to provide the definitive answer to each question. The expectation is that the
firlt stage of the conversation will consider these terms as the starting points for
selecfing, describing, and discussing the content of the subsequent stages. To ex-
pound uPon the questions for discussion,, examples and cases tan be diawn from
the experiences of participants as well as such sources as [1., 2,lAL In Stage I, the
grouP confirms or redefines these constructs, as deemed appropriate, then moves
on to Stage II.

Table 2. Defining an issue, dilemma, and problem of an ethical nature

As a transition toStage II, it is helpful to become familiar with the Es of prax-
iology [4], shown in Thble 3. These constructs are useful to facilitate selection and
description of examples and cases, because typically a given party uses one or
more of them to justify an adopted position and associaied behaviors, in regard
to an ethical issue, dilemma, and problem. These constructs are also r.rp foidis-
cussion, debate, and redefinition, prior to commencing Stage II.
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in human activity systems

Question:

Definition:

Question:

Defhtitiort:

Question:
Dafinitiotr:

Question:

Discttssion:

Qrrrsfiorr:

Discussiorl

What is an ethical problem situation?
An ethical problem siruaHon is discordance of rwo or more human interests,
regarding what is right and wrong human behavior, that is a genuine
conflict or dispute with the potential for adverse human consequences and
evidenced by contrasting actions from the differing parties.
What is an ethical issue?

An ethical issue is the argumentation, reasoning, debate, ."rnd points of
discourse that, as a body of information, defines anct communicates the
ethical problem situation.
What is an ethical dilemma?
An ethical clilemma is a set of serminglv equal untlesirable choices to act in
resPonse to an ethical problem situation; it is a set which favprs no ctear
path for action at the personal level and oftentimes the collective level.
ln what ways can cvbernetic anei .svstemic perspectives inform us about
ethical issues, dilemmas, problems?

Specific examples and cases.

In what wavs can research ethics m()ve rrs torvard .l course of .rction
regarding ethical dilemmas and protrlems in human activity svstems?
Specific examples and cases.
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Thble 3. The Es of Praxiologv applied to social systems*

.Definitions of the five Es are adapted from The Compact Oxford Errglislr Dictionary,

Second edition, New York, Oxford University Press, 1991.

Case Study as Means to the Ethical Aspects of
lnformation Systems
To describe an example and a case of an ethical nature, it is most expedient to

answer the most basic questions that one can ask about the case. Details thereby

generated define the case for the discussion to follow. A set of such questions

Ire shown in Thble 4.

To discuss an example and a case of an ethical nature, there is a practical

scheme which enables the group to apply the information previously presented.

The scheme is shown in Figure 1. The scheme is to facilitate the conversation by
prompting.linkage type questions and ensuing discussion among the constructs

shown in the figo*.
One recent clse of an ethical nature involved long standing donations of ma-

jor cigarette companies to fire safety organizations in the United States [9J. Rath-

38

EFFICIENCy: The fact of being an operative agent or efficient cause; fitness or power to

accomplish the prrp*. intended; adequate power; effectiveness; efficacy; the

work dor," by a-force in operating a group or machine, the total energy

expended, the ratio of useful work performed to the total energy expended.

EFFECIVENESS: The quality of being in regard to concern for the production of some

event or condition; tire poweiof acting upon persons or obiects; that portion of

an agency or force which is actually brought to bear on a particular Person or

obiect; the completion or result of an action'

EFFICACy: Power or capaciry to produce effects; power to effect the person or obiect

intended.

EVALUABILITY: The potential, capacity, or readiness to be appraised, estimated, or
valued.

ETHICALITy: Qualities, behaviors, or principles concerned with the science of morals,

rules oiconduct reiognized in certain associations or deparfments of human

life, and science of law, whether civil, political or international'

Thble 4. A set of questions for generating essential description of an ethical case

O WHO was involved?

@ WHEN did it happen and what were the circumstances?

@ WHERE did it happen and what was the situation?
(D WHAT happened exactlY?

@ Wto wqe the conflicting parties and wlut intqest did each Party luve in tlu matter?

@ Wut fiude it an ethical dilanru, issue, and/or problem?
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Figure 1. Schematic for discussing an example and case of ethics' in human activity systems

er than the form:r comPanies manufacturing a fire resistant cigarette, known tobe possible and feasible for decades, the allJged alliance between the two busi-ness sectors has led the later_companies to rnanufacfure fire retarding syntheticproducts poisonous after combustion and inhalation. Smoking is the nation,s lead-ing preventable cause of.death, and cigarettesare responsible ro. on" q,rarter ofall fire deaths [9J. This case illustraterit" kind of fscus rhat may be useful w1hStage tl of this conversation design.
Once a case is defined, there"may be several choices to steer the discussiontoward the more collecfive level. Table 5 shows some exemplary foci for suchdiscussion in terms of questions, the answers to vyhich may be shaped to an is-sue, dilemma and problem. Again, th.ese q.uestidri; ; prn*pts, intended to en-courage participants to lengthen the list, th"n select onl nntaing a high Luel ,finterest for their human organization. Such a tactic may be used by the facilita-

Table 5. Some exemplarv cluestions for general'discussion
of the ethical aspects of informati-on systems
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tor to move the conversation from specific cases to more general discourse in

order to transit the grouP toward Stage III'

case study as Means to Examine Research Ethics

The third stage is intended to direct the conversation more to an action orienta-

tion. This is done by surfacing aspects of research ethics [1, 10], evidently con-

nected to contemptated inquiiy that could resolve a curent case, or help pre-

vent a known case to reoccur in the future. As in the previous stage of the con-

,"rr.*i"", the group is guided to describe and later discuss specific cases of an

ethical nature, 6ut invotuir,g the conduct of inguiry itself. ln traversing Stage III,

it is key that the facilitator lielp the group establish connections between the cas-

es discussed in Stage II with those that are coming forth in Stage III.

Some examplesif foci commonly found in the subject area of research cthics,

particularly tied to the managemenf and control of information systems are: jeop-

ardizing hlman welfare, impeding human resource developmgnt, adverse eco-

logical ihpact, biased advocicy, setction and tampering, misinforming, and pla-

jilrizing.'Such rubrics may be extracted from the description and discussion of

Ih. rp..ific research cases in organizational sgttings-

One recent case in the United States, for example, involved a student suing

her school and instructor based on religious reasons, because he would not al-

low her to avoid the dissection of a pig in their biology laboratory class [11]. Al-

though alternative options existed for laboratory instruction (g-S.ggmputer sim-

ulatiSn), the instructor took the position that the situation violated his academic

freedom of instruction. This case illustrates the kind of focus that may be used

with Stage III of this conversation design. Each party may h4ve a plausible ethi-

cal stancE, but the organization must find some means to converse, compare, pri-

onttze, and justly act to reconcile the conflicting parties.

Research-in organizational settings commonly involves comparisons among

different conditio* (".S. forms of irstruction, interventions, procedures, Programs,

sarnples, and treatmeits). Some well established approaches of research meth-

odol,ogy for human inquiry in this regard are focus gr9,rp research, observation-

al mefliod, program evaluation, and survey research. More sperifically, various

constituencies Jf un orgariz-ation may be sampled and assigned to conversation

groups (conditions) with the expectatiol of making comp{isons later across

Fo"pr, in order to consider the qualiry diversity, generalizabitity, convergence,

IetiaUnity, and validity of findings. As with any focus of research, considerable

attention may be given to such methodological concepts and principles- in the

inquiry and amelioration of ethical dilemmas, issues, and problerns in human

otgunirutions. To avoid a likely misinterpretation of the previous statements, it
is important to emphasis that the notion implied here is not to conduct controlled
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experiments in organizational settings, pitting one ethical position against another
for comparative PurPoses. The idea is to transfer and redefine app-ropriatelv se-
lec-t concepts and principles of sound research practice to respo"riirty^lrsrif1', en-
able, and document conversation and action oriented human inquiry'14, 6l'.

Transitioning Toward Ameliorative Action
The fourth and last stage of the conversation design is to conclude the con-

versation. To use the term "conclusion" is not to imply that the conversation is
terminated- The emphasis here is to develop closure of the immediate process,
in order to traverse to the next iteration of the design or an action plan tirat is to
implement some form of amelioration. The fourth stage is to become a means to
carry the fruits of the conversation into a mode for pirticipatory action research
l12l- In this sense, the conversation design displayea i" finLle 1 is anticipatory. It
is intended to contribute to the betterment of oiganizational ethics via human
inquiry.

The discussion of ethical cases works to sensitize participants to ethical con-
cerns. There is the secondary gain of raising the consciournurs of participants
concerning Pr',n tices which may become ethical dilemmas, issues, urri problems.
Participants seek totake from such conversations choices for action bajed on the
discussion of the cases. Thus, the focus for concluding the conversation is to ad-
dress the kinds of questions stated in Table 5.

Table 5. Focal questions to conctude the conversation

. From these cases, what can we I"
organization?

' Slrtlttld suclr cases arise in our context, what choices rveiuld we have?

' [s tlrere a right path of decision ancl action in these cases for our contextz

' Are there gurcleline.s and best practices that ean minimize the likelihood that such
cases would surface in the communications and activities in our organization?

Conctusion
This PaPer has presented a conversation design of four stages for examining or-
ganization and research ethics in human activity systemr.tr"n though the ex-
amples and cases have centered on information syit".nr, one limited session of
conversation, and a small group, the design can accommodate extensions; more
general considerations of conversation dJsign ought to be considered. Conver-
sation design is a key element of all practicai-and group oriented systemic meth-
odologies when applied in human 

-o.gar,izationsl 
Altirough the subject area of

this paper has been delimited to ethicJof informatio., ,yrtims, any subject area
of conversation might be tested by means of these formulations.
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